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Three-on-Zero
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t /0 |
The first player curls as shown, receives a pass from
the second playeq, skates the length of the ice, and
shoots.

l t02
Ïhe fust player skates backward from the boards,
receives a pass from the second player, pivots,
skates around the far dot, and rt ooir.

t /0 3
Theplayers pass to a stationary player on the face-
off dot and receive a return pass. Thu player with
the puck skates wide to the far blue ti* tfr* drives
for the goal for a shot.

at0 4
The Horseshoe Drill. players stafr at each end and
skate inside the far blue line, receive a pass, skate
down the ice, and shoot.

Variations:

!]) 
nalers passing, X2 receives a drop pass from

Xl and returns the pass to Xl.
(2) Players passing, X2 follows X I for a possible
rebound and then curls and receives a pâss from
the corner.
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t r0 5
The Reverse Horseshoe Drill. This is the same as
the Horseshoe Drill but players skate the pattem

opposite to the previous drill.

t /0 6
D I skates through the face-off circle and then Fl
starts. Dl pivots then skates backr,r'ard with Fl
passing to D l. D I steps up and returns the pass to
F l. D I skates to the center red line, stoPs, skates
backward to the top of the circle, pivots, goes to
the corner, and retums to the D line. Fl shoots at
the other end and returns to the F line.

u07
D skates around the face-off dot, pivots, skates

backward to the top of the circle, Pivots again, and

skates full speed to pick up a puck. After retrieving
the puck, D makes a longbreakoutpass to F, skating

through the center-ice circle. F starts after D picks up

the puck. F takes a shot on goal. Both players go

back to their original positions.
Vafiation: This drill can be used as a one-on-one'

D can skate forward and then backward to take the
forward receiving the pass.

t /0 8
Xl comes out of the corner and receives a pass from

X2. Xl returns the pass, circles high, and receives a

second pass from X2. Xl then moves in and shoots
on goal.

t ro 9
To start the drill, two players start from the side
boards at opposite blue lines,loop in as shown, and
receive a pass from the corners from the coaches.
They then skate the lengtfr of the ice, shoot on goal,
retrieve a puck in the corner, and pass to the next
player coming off the boards.

Variation: Tiaro-on-none and three-on-none. Only
one group of two or three goes at one time, shoots,
retrieves a puck, and then starts the next group, who
loop in above the face-off circle.
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r/0 l0
After picking up a puck in the center-ice circle,
player X passes to D, curls outside, receives a return
pass from D, and goes one-on-zero on the goal-
tender.

Variation: D follows the play in as a trailer for a
two-on-none.

2t0 4,
One player from each side starb at the same time.
They skate to the center-ice circle and one player picks
up a puck Bothplayers thm go wide to theboards
and drive for the net. Thepuck carrier can shoot on
goal or pass it to the other player for a shot on goal.

Variation: Start the drill with a onæn-zero.

2t0 t2
This drill is similar to the previous drill but D can
now pass to either forward for the two-on-zero.
The forwards can pass to each other and have one
snooting and the other driving to the goal.

2t0,3
The players on the left side pass to each other with
the board-side player shooting and the middle-lane
player going for the rebound. On the other side, the
board-side player goes wide and passes the slot for a
one-timer.

2t0,4
The players from two of the lanes pass to each other
with theboard-side (outside) playerpassing to the
slot when at the hash marks or pylons. Alternate
sides and players.

2t0 ts
Ttre players make long, wide passes going down the
ice two-on-zero. When one group finishes, the next
group statts.
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210 t6
The players skate fromboth corners, Passing the

puck wide to each other, curl in the neutral zone'

and attack twoon-zero.

2r0 l8
Fl and F2 start the drill at the same time' F2 skates

up-ice and then laterally across tlre-ice taking a Pass

from O l. F2 thm skates wide and deep to the hash

marks, does a delay to buy time, and then Passes to

Fl for a shot on goal. Fl had skated to the far blue

line,laterally actoss the ice, then drives for the slot

ar€a to nec"i.te the pass from F2 and then shoots

on goal.

zto a9
D I shoots the puck arotrnd the boards' F2 reads

the play, steps in, picks up the puck, and passes to

Fl, whà go"i o.oott-ttott" for a shot on goal' The

second option is for F2 to pick up the puck, pass

to Fl, anà go two-on-none for a shot on goal'

Variation: F2 dumps the puck back into thecorner

to Fl, who went there. F2 drives to the net waiting

for a pass from Fl and a shot on goal'

2t017
Fl and F2 skate down the ice. Fl passes to Dl,

D I to D2, and D2 Passes to a wide-breaking F2 for a

two-on-zero with Fl. F3 and F4 go in the opposite

direction.
21o20
TWo players in each line skate forward' The first

playér picks up a puck in the top of the circle

*d p"tr"t (orboard-passes) to the seconf playec

who reads the play and curls to the boards to receive

the pass. A two-on-none results with the puck

""ni"t 
shooting, dropping a Pass' delaying to the

boards, etc.
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210 2l
D I and F I start at the same time. D t skates towards
the center-ice circle, pivots, skates backward, and
receives a pass from Fl. D I skates around the pylon
and retums the pass to F l. F I drives to the goal for a
shot. D I follows up to the blue line, receives a pass
from the corner, and takes a shot on goal. Fl tries for
a rebound or a deflection.

2t022
This is the same as the previous drill but Fl carries
the puck, does a delay, and passes to D coming into
the zone as the trailer.

3t0 24
Xl passes in the corner to X2. Xl skates to the
boards and gets into a breakout position to receive
a return pass from X2. X3 reads the breakout and
curls to the outside to receive a pass from Xl.
X3 carries the puck into the offensive zone and
does a curl (delay), passing to the oncoming Xl.

Variation: X2 skates out to play Ol and 03 for
a two-on-one.

3/0 25
All three X players of a line start together. They
swing through the neutral zone as shown, with Xl
taking a pass from the opposite side. Xl skates into
the zone and cuts to the middle, dropping a pass for
X2 going wide. X2 goes wide and deep and passes
to Xl in the slot for a shot on goal. X2 drives to the
net from the neutral zone. Players switch position in
their line until they have skated all three positions.

2/0 23
Fl passes to D l. D I comes acoss the blue line and
shoots. Fl and F2 go to the net to deflect. D skates to
the far blue line and takes a pass from the coach.
Fl and F2 skate to the far blue line and receive a
Pass from D I and go two-on-zero.
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310 76
All three forwards statt at the same time' Fl skates to

the blue line and back to the center red line before

proceeding into the zone. Fl picks up a-puck at the

Llue line and goes wide and deep' F2 skales to

the blue line and back before driving for the net'

F3 skates to the blue line and back twice before

skating for the slot. Fl board-passes to F2' who

purr"t to F3 in the slot for a shot on goal'

3t0 27
Xl starts the drill by skating down the ice and

shooting on goal. Xl picks up a puck and Passes to

X2. X2 tkutus up-ice as Xl shoots, getting into

position to receive the pass. X3 skates up-i.ce' cutting

u..os the ice as X2 receives the first pass' X2 Passes
to X3. X3 drives to the net, X2 follows' After the

shot, X3 Passes another puck to Xl to start a new

grouP.


